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FIFTH SIXTH AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiffs, Quan-en Yang (“Dr. Yang”), Mary Lois Pelz (“Ms. Pelz”), Darcy Pelz-Butler
(“Ms. Pelz-Butler”) and Matthew Lewis (“Mr. Lewis), on their own behalf and on behalf of a
certified class of similarly situated persons, by and through their attorneys Richard S. Gordon,
and Benjamin H. Carney of GORDON, WOLF & CARNEY, CHTD., sue: (a) Defendants G &
C Gulf, Inc. d/b/a G&G Towing (“G&G”) and its owner Glenn W. Cade, Jr. individually; and
(b) Bruce Patner t/a Patner Properties (“Patner”), (c) Longmead Crossing Condominium and
Summit Management Services Inc. (“Longmead”), (d) John R. Garza d/b/a Olde Town Parking
(“Olde Town Parking”), (e) Redmill Shopping Center Associates Limited Partnership and
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Kapiloff, LLC (“Redmill”), (f) John Spanos d/b/a New Hampshire Center (“NHC”), and (g)
Harvey Property Management Company, Inc. (“Harvey”) on theirhis own behalf and on behalf
of a Defendant Class of similarly situated persons, and allege as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

This SixthFifth Amended Class Action Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (the

“Complaint”) challenges the predatory and illegal towing practices of G&G, perpetrated against
thousands of people and profiting Defendants to the tune of millions of dollars.
2.

Defendants Patner, Longmead, Olde Town Parking, Redmill, NHC, and Harvey

(“Named Defendants”), and other private property owners, managers and agents contracted
with G&G for towing services at parking lots in and around Montgomery County. In the
contracts with G&G, Defendant PatnerNamed Defendants and other private property owners,
managers and agents granted to G&G a general authorization to tow vehicles on their behalf.
3.

G&G routinely tows vehicles without the permission of the vehicle’s owner in

violation of Maryland law, and then – asserting an illegal lien – demands hundreds of dollars to
release the vehicle to its rightful owner even though the Maryland Courts are clear that towing
companies may not assert and do not have – either at common law or by statute – a lien over
involuntarily towed vehicles.
4.

In connection with these non-consensual or “trespass” tows, G&G – acting under

contracts with Parking Lot Owners, Managers and/or Agents throughout Montgomery County
and acting as their agent within the scope of their agency – violated duties set forth in Maryland’s
Towing or Removal of Vehicles from Parking Lots Law (Md. Code Ann., Transp. §21-10A-01 et
seq. (the “Maryland Towing Act”)), Montgomery County’s Tow Ordinances (Montgomery
County Code, § 30C-1, et seq. (the “MC Tow Law”)) and the common law of Maryland, by
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uniformly and consistently: (a) asserting a lien and failing to allow the owners of towed vehicles to
retake possession of their property 24 hours a day, 7 days a week; and (b) requiring owners of
towed vehicles to pay towing and related charges before allowing the owners to “retake
possession” of their vehicles.
5.

But that is not the only duty violated by Defendants. In addition to forcing

Plaintiffs and Class Members to pay a ransom for their vehicles, Defendants also violated duties
imposed under the law by: (a) failing to obtain the mandated authorization from the parking lot
owner before towing the subject vehicle; (b) failing to record the information required by
Maryland law (Md. Code Ann., Transp., § 21-10A-04 (5)), (c) failing to provide vehicle owners
with a receipt that contains certain mandated information and disclosures regarding their rights
and remedies under the law; and (d) overcharging the owner of the vehicle for towing, storage and
other charges.
6.

Defendants’ predatory and illegal practices – which have been the subject of

numerous complaints, and news stories – have not only victimized the individuals whose vehicles
have been improperly towed, but threaten commerce. Businesses in places where G&G is active,
like Montgomery County, lose countless customers who are unwilling to travel by car to do
business where there is a “Wild West” towing practice and their cars could disappear at any
moment – and where they are forced to pay hundreds of dollars to ransom their vehicles even
when they have been improperly towed.
7.

Neither complaints with government agencies, nor news stories about Defendants’

improper practices, have slowed down their illegal and predatory activities. Defendants will not
stop the improper towing practices until compelled to stop them by a court of law. Accordingly,
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Plaintiff brings this Complaint on behalf of himself and a class of similarly situated persons, to
stop Defendants’ unlawful practices and to obtain compensation from Defendants.
8.

Plaintiff and the certified Class also bring this Complaint against Patner,

Longmead, Olde Town Parking, Redmill, NHC, Harvey and a Defendant class of similarly
situated Parking Lot Owners, Managers and Agents, all of whom are jointly and severally liable
with G&G for its violations of the law.
PARTIES
9.

G&G is a Maryland corporation, with its principal place of business in

Montgomery County, Maryland. G&G is engaged in the daily business of towing vehicles
without the permission of the vehicle owners from private parking lots in the state of Maryland.
Glenn W. Cade, Jr. is the sole owner of G&G, and personally established, authorized, and
enacted the policies of G&G described in this Complaint; he further inspired, participated in, and
cooperated in the violations of the law alleged in this Complaint. Mr. Cade disregarded the
corporate form of G&G, and failed to observe the corporate entity, operating the business and
dealing with the corporation's property as if it were his own.
10.

Patner is the owner, manager and /or agent of a series of Parking Lots located in

and around Montgomery County, Maryland. In 1991, Patner entered into a written contract
with G&G that authorized G&G to patrol Patner’s Parking Lots and trespass tow vehicles. From
April 16, 2012 to the present, G&G has trespass towed more than 200 vehicles from Parking Lots
owned or managed by Patner.
11.

Longmead is the owner, manager and /or agent of a Parking Lot located in and

around Montgomery County, Maryland. On or about JulyPrior to April 20132, Longmead
entered into a written contract with G&G that authorized G&G to patrol Longmead’s Parking
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Lots and trespass tow vehicles. From April 16, 2012 through and including June 30, 2017, G&G
trespass towed more than 364 vehicles from Parking Lots owned or managed by Longmead.
12.

Olde Town Parking is the owner, manager and /or agent of a Parking Lot located

in and around Montgomery County, Maryland. In 2009, Olde Town Parking entered into a
written contract with G&G that authorized G&G to patrol Olde Town Parking’s Parking Lots
and trespass tow vehicles. From April 16, 2012 through and including June 30, 2017, G&G has
trespass towed more than 131 vehicles from Parking Lots owned or managed by Olde Town
Parking.
13.

Redmill is the owner, manager and /or agent of a Parking Lot located in and

around Montgomery County, Maryland. In 2011, Redmill entered into a written contract with
G&G that authorized G&G to patrol Redmill’s Parking Lots and trespass tow vehicles. From
April 16, 2012 through and including April 256, 2013, G&G trespass towed more than 106
vehicles from Parking Lots owned or managed by Redmill.
14.

NHC is the owner, manager and /or agent of a Parking Lot located in and

around Montgomery County, Maryland. In 2002, NHC entered into a written contract with
G&G that authorized G&G to patrol NHC’s Parking Lots and trespass tow vehicles. From April
16, 2012 through and including June 30, 2017, G&G trespass towed more than 74 vehicles from
Parking Lots owned or managed by NHC.
10.15. Harvey is the owner, manager and /or agent of a series of Parking Lots located in
and around Montgomery County, Maryland. In 1997, Harvey entered into a written contract
with G&G that authorized G&G to patrol Harvey’s Parking Lots and trespass tow vehicles.
From April 16, 2012 through and including April 256, 2013, G&G trespass towed more than 52
vehicles from Parking Lots owned or managed by Harvey.
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11.16. The Defendant Class consists of more than 500 Parking Lot owners, managers
and/or agents who, like the Named DefendantsPatner, entered into written contracts with G&G
that authorized G&G to patrol their Parking Lots and trespass tow vehicles. From April 16, 2012
to the present, G&G has trespass towed more than 28,00026,000 vehicles from Parking Lots
owned or managed by the members of the Defendant Class.
12.17. Plaintiff Dr. Quan-en Yang is a citizen of Maryland, residing in Frederick County,
Maryland. Dr. Yang came to do business in Montgomery County, and his vehicle was towed by
G&G without his permission.
13.18. Plaintiff Mary Lois Pelz is a citizen of Maryland, residing in Montgomery County
County, Maryland. In March 2014, Ms. Pelz’s car was towed by G&G without her permission.
14.19. Plaintiff Darcy Pelz-Butler is a citizen of Maryland, residing in Montgomery
County, Maryland. In March 2014, Ms. Pelz-Butler’s car was towed by G&G without her
permission.
15.20. Plaintiff Matthew Lewis is a citizen of Maryland, residing in Montgomery County,
Maryland. In April 2012, Mr. Lewis’ car was towed by G&G without his permission.
16.21. The Plaintiff Class in this case, as of the date of certification, consisted of all
persons whose vehicles, between April 16, 2012 and June 30, 2017 January 7, 2016 were nonconsensually towed by G&G from a private Parking Lot, and nearly 28,00026,000 Class
members. On January 7, 2016, the Court certified the Plaintiff Class under Md. Rules 2231(cb)(1) and (cb)(3).
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
17.22. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction over this case pursuant to Md. Cts. &
Jud. Proc. Code Ann. § 1-501. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to
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Md. Cts. & Jud. Proc. Code Ann. § 6-103(b), as G&G, Mr. Cade and each Named Defendant
Patner transact business and performs work and services in the State of Maryland, contracts to
supply services in the State of Maryland, regularly does and solicits business and engages in other
persistent courses of conduct in the State of Maryland, caused tortious injury in the State by acts
and omissions in the State, and derive substantial revenue from services in the State.
Venue is proper in this Court under Md. Cts. & Jud. Proc. Code Ann. § 6-201, as
Defendants carry on a regular business and habitually engage in vocation in Montgomery
County, Maryland.

18.23.
FACTS
G&G – Background
19.

G&G is a large towing company that has been in business for more than 25 years.

Although it operates in Washington, D.C. and Northern Virginia, most of its business –
involuntary/non-consensual tows – originate in Montgomery County, Maryland.
20.

G&G routinely tows vehicles from “parking lots,” as that term is defined in the

Maryland Towing Act, Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-01(a) (hereinafter “Parking Lots”).
On average, between April 2012 and June 2017 G&G toweds more than 700 vehicles per month
from Parking Lots, the vast majority of which are were involuntary and non-consensual (i.e.,
trespass tows).
21.

G&G – which as of June 30, 2017 ly 2016 wasis rated “F” on a scale of “A” to

“F” by the Better Business Bureau – gets a substantial portion of its business through contracts or
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agreements that it enters into with businesses and apartment complexes that have private Parking
Lots consisting of at least 3 spaces for vehicle parking. These Parking Lots are: (a) accessible to
the general public; and (b) intended by the owner of the business to be used primarily by the
business’ customers, clientele, residents, lessees and guests.

24.
Maryland’s Private Towing Act
22.25. Maryland law strictly regulates the practice of towing vehicles from private
parking lots, and imposes harsh penalties for the violation of those requirements. See Maryland’s
Towing or Removal of Vehicles from Parking Lots Law, Md. Code Ann., Transp. §21-10A-01 et
seq. (the “Maryland Towing Act”).
23.26. For example, the Maryland Towing Act requires specific authorization from the
parking lot owner to tow any vehicle. In particular, the Maryland Towing Act requires that any
person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or removing the vehicle, shall
have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i) The name of the person
authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being towed or removed at the
request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the violation or event that
precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(5).
24.27. The Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-06 also provides that “Any person who
undertakes the towing or removal of a vehicle from a parking lot in violation of any provision of
the Maryland Towing Act shall be liable to the “vehicle owner” for: (a) actual damages; plus (b)
triple all towing fees.
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Montgomery County’s Private Tow Law
25.28. The Maryland Towing Act also provides that a local authority may adopt more
stringent laws or regulations governing the activities of towers such as G&G.
26.29. Montgomery County, Maryland, where G&G is located and operates, has
adopted such laws or regulations. Montgomery County Code, § 30C-1, et seq. (the “MC Tow
Law”).
27.30. For example, the MC Tow Law, like the Maryland Towing Act, requires specific
authorization from the parking lot owner before a tow company such as G&G initiates the tow of
any vehicle. It additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor vehicle from
the owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent, expressly
authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
28.31. Further, the “authorization to tow may take the form of a tow slip,” MC Tow
Law, § 30C-4(c)(2), and “[i]f a tow slip is used, the property owner or the owner’s agent must
sign the slip immediately before the vehicle is towed. A legible copy of the slip must be securely
attached to the vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(4).
29.32. The MC Tow Law also requires that the “property owner or the owner’s agent
must retain each tow slip and, for those vehicles towed without a tow slip, a record of the
information furnished to the police, for one year after the tow.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-5 (c).
30.33. In addition, under the MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(9), “An agent of a property
owner, for the purpose of ordering the towing of an unauthorized vehicle, must not:
a.
b.

Be employed by, or have any member of his or her immediate family
employed by, any towing service; or
Have any financial interest in any towing service or the towing of any
motor vehicle.”
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31.34. Moreover, the MC Tow Law, § 30C-8(e), imposes a duty on Defendants to
provide the vehicle owner with a written receipt that “must” inform the vehicle owner that the
Montgomery County Office of Consumer Protection (“OCP”) “can explain the vehicle owner’s
rights and how to enforce them in small claims court or another appropriate forum if the
vehicle owner believes that any provision of County law has been violated, and that the owner
may obtain a copy of the law from the Office.”
35.

For any and all violations of the MC Tow Law, the “property owner and []

towing service are jointly and severally liable,” for “3 times the amount of any towing, release
or storage fees charged.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-9.
32.
FACTS APPLICABLE TO THE NAMED PLAINTIFFS
Dr. Yang’s Vehicle Is Illegally
Towed and Held By G&G
33.36. On December 12, 2014, Dr. Yang traveled to Rockville, Montgomery County
from his home in Frederick County. While in Rockville, he drove to and parked in a space
outside Walgreen’s Pharmacy, which is located at 430 Hungerford Drive, Rockville, Maryland
20850 (“Walgreen’s”).
34.37. On that day, Dr. Yang parked outside of Walgreen’s (“Walgreen’s Parking Lot”)
so that he could go into Walgreen’s to purchase something to eat.
35.38. G&G has a contract or agreement with Walgreen’s that provides that G&G will
tow and store unauthorized vehicles from Walgreen’s Parking Lot.
36.39. December 12, 2014 was particularly cold, with the temperature hovering around
freezing, and snow falling. Although it was cold, Dr. Yang left his coat in the car because he did
not plan to be outside for long – only long enough to travel between his vehicle and the store.
12

37.40. Before going into Walgreen’s, however, Dr. Yang briefly went to a grocery store
he was familiar with – directly across the street from Walgreen’s Parking Lot – to use the
restroom. This took approximately five minutes.
38.41. Dr. Yang then immediately returned to Walgreen’s, where he purchased a
package of cookies.
39.42. When Dr. Yang exited Walgreen’s he noticed that his car was missing.
40.43. He was approached by a woman, who told him that his car had been towed by an
employee or agent of G&G who had been parked on the side of the Walgreen’s Parking Lot.
41.44. The G&G employee or agent parked on the side of the Walgreen’s Parking Lot
that day was a “spotter” – that is, as part of the employee’s or agent’s job responsibilities, the
“spotter” watches the comings-and-goings of vehicles parked in the Walgreen’s Parking Lot to
report the presence of unauthorized parked vehicles for the purposes of towing or removal, and
impounding.
42.45. After learning that his vehicle was towed, Dr. Yang went back into the Walgreen’s
and asked to speak to the Walgreen’s store manager. The man identified as the store manager, a
Mr. Rahat, and other associate managers each told Dr. Yang that no one at Walgreen’s had
authorized a tow of Dr. Yang’s vehicle.
43.46. Dr. Yang noticed a sign in the parking lot, which posted G&G’s phone number.
He called the number, described his vehicle, and asked if G&G had towed it. The person on the
other end of the line said that G&G had his car.
44.47. G&G had towed Dr. Yang’s car to a lot, which was approximately three miles
from the Walgreen’s Parking Lot.
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45.48. Dr. Yang, without transportation and without his coat, was forced to walk all the
way to G&G’s location in order to retrieve and retake possession of his vehicle.
46.49. When Dr. Yang arrived at G&G’s location, he entered G&G’s place of business,
where a representative was present behind bulletproof glass.
47.50. Dr. Yang informed the G&G representative at the front desk that his vehicle had
been towed illegally.
48.51. Dr. Yang informed the G&G representative at the desk that no one at Walgreen’s
had authorized G&G to tow his vehicle.
49.52. Dr. Yang demanded that G&G return his vehicle to him.
50.53. The G&G representative explained to Dr. Yang that he could have his car back
after paying the towing fees. This response is consistent with G&G’s uniform policies and
procedure.
51.54. Specifically, G&G required Dr. Yang to pay the following assortment of fees and
charges: a $100 towing fee, a $20 fee for one day of storage, a $12 “mileage” fee, and a credit
card processing fee of $4.42 before it would release Dr. Yang’s vehicle to Dr. Yang.
52.55. Dr. Yang paid these fees, by credit card, under protest.
53.56. Dr. Yang had no reasonable choice but to pay these fees, because he needed his
car to return to his home in Frederick County.
54.57. Following payment, Dr. Yang was provided G&G’s standard form receipt. The
receipt did not inform him that the Montgomery County OCP “can explain the vehicle owner’s
rights and how to enforce them in small claims court or another appropriate forum if the
vehicle owner believes that any provision of County law has been violated, and that the owner
may obtain a copy of the law from the Office.”
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55.58. G&G also failed to advise Dr. Yang of the material facts that it was not entitled to
payment of any of these fees, because of its numerous violations of the Maryland Towing Act and
MC Tow Law.
Ms. Pelz’s and Ms. Pelz-Butler’s Vehicle Is Illegally
Towed and Held By G&G
56.59. On March 29, 2014, Ms. Pelz-Butler was driving her 2000 Toyota Avalon XLS
(“the car”) owned by Ms. Pelz.
57.60. While driving in Silver Spring that evening, Ms. Pelz-Butler decided to go visit a
friend. She parked the car in a Parking Lot located at 108 Schuyler Road, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20901 (“108 Schuyler Road”) around midnight.
58.61. 108 Schuyler Road is one of several apartment buildings owned or managed by
Defendant Patner.
59.62. G&G has a contract or agreement with Patner that provides that G&G will tow
and store unauthorized vehicles from Patner’s Parking Lots.
60.63. In the early hours of March 30, after a few hours visiting her friend, Ms. PelzButler went back to the Parking Lot where she had parked the car – 108 Schuyler Road. As she
approached the location where she had parked the car, Ms. Pelz-Butler realized that the car was
missing.
61.64. Ms. Pelz-Butler eventually learned that G&G had towed the car from 108
Schuyler Road.
62.65. During the time frame of this Complaint, G&G was authorized by Patner to
patrol or cruise the Parking Lots owned or managed by Patner. G&G was also authorized by
Patner to tow, remove and impound vehicles from the Patner Parking Lots without prior request
by anyone at Patner Properties.
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63.66. After learning that the car was towed by G&G, Ms. Pelz-Butler contacted G&G,
asked for the whereabouts of the car and demanded its return.
64.67. The G&G employee or agent answering the telephone indicated to Ms. PelzButler that if she had the money to pay for the tow up front, she could retake possession of the
car and that G&G would not give the car back unless Ms. Pelz-Butler first paid the towing fees
and charges. This response is consistent with G&G’s uniform policies and procedure.
65.68. At approximately 11:00 am on March 30, Ms. Pelz-Butler obtained a ride to
G&G’s location in order to retrieve and retake possession of the car.
66.69. G&G had towed the car driven by Ms. Pelz-Butler on the pretense that it had a
“flat tire.”
67.70. In order to retake possession of the car, Ms. Pelz-Butler paid G&G $168 in cash.
Only after Ms. Pelz-Butler paid the $168 towing fees and charges, did G&G return the car to Ms.
Pelz-Butler.
68.71. Specifically, G&G required Ms. Pelz-Butler to pay the following assortment of fees
and charges: a $100 towing fee, a $48 fee for “mileage,” and a $20 storage fee before it would
release the car to Ms. Pelz-Butler.
69.72. Ms. Pelz-Butler had no reasonable choice but to pay these fees in order to retake
possession of the car.
70.73. Following payment, G&G gave Ms. Pelz-Butler a standard form receipt. The
receipt did not inform or state that the Montgomery County OCP “can explain the vehicle
owner’s rights and how to enforce them in small claims court or another appropriate forum if
the vehicle owner believes that any provision of County law has been violated, and that the
owner may obtain a copy of the law from the Office.”
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71.74. G&G also failed to advise Ms. Pelz-Butler of the material facts that it was not
entitled to payment of any of these fees, because of its numerous violations of the Maryland
Towing Act and MC Tow Law.
Mr. Lewis’ Vehicle is Illegally Towed by G&G
72.75. On August 9, 2012, Mr. Lewis parked his 2003 Volkswagen Jetta GLS 1.8T in the
Fountain Hills Condominium Parking Lot located at 18701 Sparking Water Dr., Germantown,
Maryland 20874.
73.76. Mr. Lewis lives in the Fountain Hills Community Townhomes but was forced to
park in a space designated for the Fountain Hills Condominiums because the homeowners’
association was applying seal coating to the Fountain Hills Community Townhomes’ section of
the Parking Lot.
74.77. G&G has a contract or agreement with the Fountain Hills Condominium that
provides that G&G will tow and store unauthorized vehicles from Fountain Hills Condominiums’
Parking Lot.
75.78. During the time frame of this Complaint, G&G was authorized by Fountain
Hills Condominium to patrol or cruise the its Parking Lot. G&G was also authorized by
Fountain Hills Condominium to tow, remove and impound vehicles from the Parking Lot
without prior request by anyone at Fountain Hills Condominium.
76.79. On the morning ofn August 10, 2012, immediately prior to leaving for a family
vacation, Mr. Lewis attempted to move his vehicle, but his vehicle was not in the space where he
parked it the previous night.
77.80. After noticing that his vehicle was missing Mr. Lewis looked around the Parking
Lot and saw a sign which posted G&G’s phone number. He called the number, described his
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vehicle, and asked if G&G had towed it. The person on the other end of the line said that G&G
had his vehicle.
78.81. Once G&G informed Mr. Lewis of the location of his vehicle he obtained a
ride from his wife to G&G's location in order to retrieve and retake possession of the vehicle.
79.82. In order to retake possession of the vehicle, Mr. Lewis paid G&G $168 via credit
card. Only after Mr. Lewis paid the $168 towing fees and charges, did G&G return the car to
him.
80.83. Mr. Lewis had no reasonable choice but to pay these fees in order to retake
possession of the vehicle.
81.

Following payment, G&G gave Mr. Lewis a standard form receipt. The receipt

did not inform or state that the Montgomery County OCP “can explain the vehicle owner’s
rights and how to enforce them in small claims court or another appropriate forum if the
vehicle owner believes that any provision of County law has been violated, and that the owner
may obtain a copy of the law from the Office.”
82.

G&G also failed to advise Mr. Lewis of the material facts that it was not entitled to

payment of any of these fees, because of its numerous violations of the Maryland Towing Act and
MC Tow Law.
84.
G&G Violated The Maryland Towing Act
and MC Tow Law When Towing
Plaintiffs’ Cars Causing Them Actual Damages
83.85. G&G engaged in multiple acts in violation of the Maryland Towing Act and the
MC Tow Law in the towing and holding of Named Plaintiffs’ vehicles. Each of these acts was
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perpetrated under policies established by Mr. Cade, and Mr. Cade inspired, participated in, and
cooperated in those violations.
84.86. G&G failed to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the
Maryland Towing Act in connection with the towing of Named Plaintiffs’ vehicles.
85.87. G&G failed to obtain the authorization required by section 30C-4(c) of the MC
Tow Law in connection with the towing of Named Plaintiffs’ vehicles. .
86.88. G&G did not provide Named Plaintiffs the immediate and continuous
opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles in violation of 21-10A-05(a)(3).
87.89. Named Plaintiffs suffered actual damages as the result of G&G’s violations of the
Towing Act, including the $136.42 (for Dr. Yang) $168.00 (for Ms. Pelz, and Ms. Pelz-Butler
and Mr. Lewis) in charges G&G collected.
G&G’s Violations of the
Maryland Towing Act and MC Tow Law
Are Not Limited to the Named Plaintiffs
88.90. G&G uniformly and routinely violates the Maryland Towing Act and MC Tow
Law as a part of its general business practice, and perpetrated these violations in its interactions
with members of the Plaintiff Class defined below. For more than 25 years now – when
Defendants sought and failed to overturn the MC Tow Law in Cade v. Montgomery County, 83
Md.App. 419 (1990) – Defendants have been fully aware that G&G’s towing and storage of
trespassing vehicles does not create a possessory lien in its favor. Defendants’ actual
knowledge that G&G lacks the legal right to exert a possessory lien on trespass towed vehicles is
made clear by the repeated and express acknowledgement of this fact in open Court. Cade, 83
Md. App. at 427.
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89.91. Despite the foregoing, G&G has knowingly and intentionally continued to engage
in this unlawful conduct that interferes with the continued immediate access by consumers to
their vehicles, egregiously taking and holding hostage the vehicles of thousands of consumers
unless they pay G&G’s ransom of whatever amounts G&G demands. G&G makes hundreds of
involuntary tows of vehicles each month.
90.92. G&G routinely tows vehicles from Parking Lots across Montgomery County,
Maryland.
91.93. Nevertheless, in towing vehicles from these Parking Lots, G&G does not obey the
requirements of either the Maryland Towing Act or the MC Tow Law.
92.94. For example, G&G systematically fails to provide Class members with the
immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles, in violation of
section 21-10A-05(a)(3) of the Towing Act. This failure is perpetrated under a policy established
by Mr. Cade, and Mr. Cade inspired, participated in, and cooperated in those violations.
93.95. G&G also systematically fails to obtain the authorization required by section 2110A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection
with the towing of Class members’ vehicles. This failure is perpetrated under a policy established
by Mr. Cade, and Mr. Cade inspired, participated in, and cooperated in those violations.
94.96. In addition, G&G systematically fails to provide a receipt compliant with the MC
Tow Law, § 30C-8(e), and the receipts G&G provided to Class members uniformly and
systematically failed to inform them that the Montgomery County OCP “can explain the vehicle
owner’s rights and how to enforce them in small claims court or another appropriate forum if
the vehicle owner believes that any provision of County law has been violated, and that the
owner may obtain a copy of the law from the Office.”
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95.97. This Complaint seeks to remedy G&G’s systematic violations of the Maryland
Towing Act and the MC Tow Law, to stop those violations, and to obtain compensation for
G&G’s victims.
96.98. Unless and until this Court grants the legal, declaratory, and injunctive relief
Plaintiffs seek through this action, G&G will continue to engage in business practices which
violate the Maryland Towing Act and MC Tow Law and which result in harm to thousands of
drivers throughout Maryland.
FACTS APPLICABLE TO THE NAMED DEFENDANTS
G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
On Behalf of Defendant Patner
97.99. At all relevant times, Patner contracted with G&G to patrol the Parking Lots
owned, managed or controlled by Patner, and to tow any unauthorized vehicle from those lots.
98.100.

Patner established the rules for his Parking Lots and, as part of his contract

with G&G, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots owned, managed or
controlled by Patner and, within G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly in violation of
the Parking Lot rules.
99.101.

The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots

owned, managed or controlled by Patner and tow away vehicles almost at will was well known
and communicated to the residents of their apartment complexes, patrons of their businesses and
the public generally.
100.102.

In addition, Patner also posts information regarding the delegation of all

trespass towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by
Patner. In short, Defendant Patner has made it well known to all of the residents and others that
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G&G acts on their behalf and is in charge of, and exercises control over all aspects of trespass
towing of vehicles from those properties.
101.103.

Patner knew and had reason to know that G&G undertook the acts alleged

herein, including but not limited to: (1) systematically failing to provide Class members with the
immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles; (2) systematically
failing to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing
Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection with the towing of Class members’
vehicles; and (3) systematically failing to provide a receipt compliant with the MC Tow Law, §
30C-8(e).
102.104.

Patner also knew or had reason to know that G&G’s trespass towing

practices violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law in numerous
ways including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and consistent policy of
requiring vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition for the release of the
vehicle.
103.105.

Thus, Patner knew and understood that the natural consequences of his

actions would allow G&G to tow vehicles in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
104.106.

By entering into the contract with G&G and giving these instructions,

Patner substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its efforts to violate the
Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated G&G’s ability to: (a)
retain funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in good conscience
retain; and (b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of Plaintiff Class, thus
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common law.
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105.107.

Named Defendant Patner also conspired with G&G to violate the

Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law by reaching an agreement or
understanding with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow Parking Lots owned, managed or
controlled by him and by agreeing that G&G would exercise a possessory lien over all trespass
towed vehicles.
106.108.

Named Defendant Patner committed multiple overt acts that furthered the

conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
107.109.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have

suffered injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage
fees demanded by G&G as a condition for permitting the Plaintiff Class members to retake
possession of their vehicles.
108.110.

G&G was Patner’s agent, and was acting within the scope of that agency,

while performing services for which it had been engaged by Patner, at all times relevant to the
actions alleged in this Complaint. Patner manifested and indicated to G&G that Patner
consented to G&G acting for Patner’s benefit, and G&G consented to act for Patner. That
consent was evidenced by, among other things, a contract under which G&G and Patner agreed
that G&G would tow cars off of Patner’s properties for Patner, with Patner’s authorization, and
by G&G’s placement of signs on Patner’s properties stating that G&G would tow vehicles from
Patner’s Parking Lots.
109.111.

Patner had ultimate responsibility to control the end result of

G&G’s actions.
110.112.

G&G was subject to Patner’s control, and had a duty to act primarily for

their benefit. Among other things, the law places G&G under the control of parking lot owners,
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and requires them to act for the benefit of parking lot owners – such as Patner. Under the
Maryland Towing Act, any person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or
removing the vehicle, shall have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i)
The name of the person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being
towed or removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the
violation or event that precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A04(a)(5). The MC Tow Law additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor
vehicle from the owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent,
expressly authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
111.113.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of Patner. Among

other things, G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as Patner – to liability.
For example, under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a property owner and a towing company are
jointly and severally liable for the violation of any duty imposed by this Chapter on the towing
company.”
114.

Named Defendant Patner is jointly and severally liable and responsible for the

injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express provisions of the MC Tow Law;
(b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of
the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate Maryland law as described herein.
1.
G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
On Behalf of Defendant Longmead
115.

At all relevant times, Longmead contracted with G&G to patrol the Parking Lots

owned, managed or controlled by Longmead, and to tow any unauthorized vehicle from that lot.
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116.

Longmead established the rules for its Parking Lots and, as part of a contract with

G&G, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled
by Longmead and, within G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly in violation of the
Parking Lot rules.
117.

The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots owned,

managed or controlled by Longmead and tow away vehicles almost at will was well known and
communicated to the residents of their complex, patrons of their businesses and the public
generally.
118.

In addition, Longmead also posts information regarding the delegation of all

trespass towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by
Longmead. In short, Defendant Longmead has made it well known to all of the residents and
others that G&G acts on their behalf and is in charge of, and exercises control over all aspects of
trespass towing of vehicles from those properties.
119.

Longmead knew and had reason to know that G&G undertook the acts alleged

herein, including but not limited to: (1) systematically failing to provide Class members with the
immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles; (2) systematically
failing to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing
Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection with the towing of Class members’
vehicles; and (3) systematically failing to provide a receipt compliant with the MC Tow Law, §
30C-8(e).
120.

Longmead also knew or had reason to know that G&G’s trespass towing practices

violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law in numerous ways
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including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and consistent policy of requiring
vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition for the release of the vehicle.
121.

Thus, Longmead knew and understood that the natural consequences of its

actions would allow G&G to tow vehicles in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
122.

By entering into the contract with G&G and giving these instructions, Longmead

substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its efforts to violate the Maryland
Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated G&G’s ability to: (a) retain
funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in good conscience retain; and
(b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of Plaintiff Class, thus aiding and
abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common law.
123.

Named Defendant Longmead also conspired with G&G to violate the Maryland

Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law by reaching an agreement or understanding
with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by
him and by agreeing that G&G would exercise a possessory lien over all trespass towed vehicles.
124.

Named Defendant Longmead committed multiple overt acts that furthered the

conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
125.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have suffered

injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage fees
demanded by G&G as a condition for permitting the Plaintiff Class members to retake possession
of their vehicles.
126.

G&G was Longmead’s agent, and was acting within the scope of that agency,

while performing services for which it had been engaged by Longmead, at all times relevant to
the actions alleged in this Complaint. Longmead manifested and indicated to G&G that
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Longmead consented to G&G acting for Longmead’s benefit, and G&G consented to act for
Longmead. That consent was evidenced by, among other things, a contract under which G&G
and Longmead agreed that G&G would tow cars off of Longmead’s properties for Longmead,
with Longmead’s authorization, and by G&G’s placement of signs on Connor’s properties stating
that G&G would tow vehicles from Longmead’s Parking Lots.
127.

Longmead had ultimate responsibility to control the end result of G&G’s actions.

128.

G&G was subject to Longmead’s control, and had a duty to act primarily for their

benefit. Among other things, the law places G&G under the control of parking lot owners, and
requires them to act for the benefit of parking lot owners – such as Longmead. Under the
Maryland Towing Act, any person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or
removing the vehicle, shall have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i)
The name of the person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being
towed or removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the
violation or event that precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A04(a)(5). The MC Tow Law additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor
vehicle from the owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent,
expressly authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
129.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of Longmead. Among other

things, G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as Longmead – to liability. For
example, under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a property owner and a towing company are
jointly and severally liable for the violation of any duty imposed by this Chapter on the towing
company.”
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130.

Named Defendant Longmead is jointly and severally liable and responsible for the

injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express provisions of the MC Tow Law;
(b) as a result of the actions of its agent G&G; (c) for aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the
law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate Maryland law as described herein.
G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
On Behalf of Defendant Olde Town Parking
131.

At all relevant times, Olde Town Parking contracted with G&G to patrol the

Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by Olde Town Parking, and to tow any
unauthorized vehicle from that lot.
132.

Olde Town Parking established the rules for its Parking Lots and, as part of a

contract with G&G, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots owned, managed
or controlled by Olde Town Parking and, within G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly
in violation of the Parking Lot rules.
133.

The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots owned,

managed or controlled by Olde Town Parking and tow away vehicles almost at will was well
known and communicated to the patrons of their businesses and the public generally.
134.

In addition, Olde Town Parking also posts information regarding the delegation

of all trespass towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots owned, managed or
controlled by Olde Town Parking. In short, Defendant Olde Town Parking has made it well
known that G&G acts on their behalf and is in charge of, and exercises control over all aspects of
trespass towing of vehicles from those properties.
135.

Olde Town Parking knew and had reason to know that G&G undertook the acts

alleged herein, including but not limited to: (1) systematically failing to provide Class members
with the immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles; (2)
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systematically failing to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the
Maryland Towing Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection with the towing of
Class members’ vehicles; and (3) systematically failing to provide a receipt compliant with the
MC Tow Law, § 30C-8(e).
136.

Olde Town Parking also knew or had reason to know that G&G’s trespass towing

practices violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law in numerous
ways including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and consistent policy of
requiring vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition for the release of the
vehicle.
137.

Thus, Olde Town Parking knew and understood that the natural consequences of

its actions would allow G&G to tow vehicles in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
138.

By entering into the contract with G&G and giving these instructions, Olde Town

Parking substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its efforts to violate the
Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated G&G’s ability to: (a)
retain funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in good conscience
retain; and (b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of Plaintiff Class, thus
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common law.
139.

Named Defendant Olde Town Parking also conspired with G&G to violate the

Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law by reaching an agreement or
understanding with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow Parking Lots owned, managed or
controlled by it and by agreeing that G&G would exercise a possessory lien over all trespass
towed vehicles.
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140.

Named Defendant Olde Town Parking committed multiple overt acts that

furthered the conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
141.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have suffered

injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage fees
demanded by G&G as a condition for permitting the Plaintiff Class members to retake possession
of their vehicles.
142.

G&G was Olde Town Parking’s agent, and was acting within the scope of that

agency, while performing services for which it had been engaged by Olde Town Parking, at all
times relevant to the actions alleged in this Complaint. Olde Town Parking manifested and
indicated to G&G that Olde Town Parking consented to G&G acting for Olde Town Parking’s
benefit, and G&G consented to act for Olde Town Parking. That consent was evidenced by,
among other things, a contract under which G&G and Olde Town Parking agreed that G&G
would tow cars off of Olde Town Parking’s properties for Olde Town Parking, with Olde Town
Parking’s authorization, and by G&G’s placement of signs on Olde Town Parking’s properties
stating that G&G would tow vehicles from Olde Town Parking’s Parking Lots.
143.

Olde Town Parking had ultimate responsibility to control the end result of

G&G’s actions.
144.

G&G was subject to Olde Town Parking’s control, and had a duty to act

primarily for their benefit. Among other things, the law places G&G under the control of
parking lot owners, and requires them to act for the benefit of parking lot owners – such as Olde
Town Parking. Under the Maryland Towing Act, any person who tows a vehicle from a parking
lot, “[b]efore towing or removing the vehicle, shall have authorization of the parking lot owner
which shall include: (i) The name of the person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement
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that the vehicle is being towed or removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii)
Photographic evidence of the violation or event that precipitated the towing of the vehicle.”
Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(5). The MC Tow Law additionally provides that: “a
property owner must not tow a motor vehicle from the owner’s property unless the property
owner has, directly or through an agent, expressly authorized the towing of the particular
vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
145.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of Olde Town Parking.

Among other things, G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as Olde Town
Parking – to liability. For example, under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a property owner and
a towing company are jointly and severally liable for the violation of any duty imposed by this
Chapter on the towing company.”
146.

Named Defendant Olde Town Parking is jointly and severally liable and

responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express provisions of
the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of its agent G&G; (c) for aiding and abetting
G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate Maryland law as
described herein.
G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
On Behalf of Defendant Redmill
147.

At all relevant times, Redmill contracted with G&G to patrol the Parking Lot

owned, managed or controlled by Redmill, and to tow any unauthorized vehicle from that lot.
148.

Redmill established the rules for its Parking Lot and, as part of a contract with

G&G, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled
by Redmill and, within G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly in violation of the
Parking Lot rules.
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149.

The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots owned,

managed or controlled by Redmill and tow away vehicles almost at will was well known and
communicated to the patrons of their businesses and the public generally.
150.

In addition, Redmill also posts information regarding the delegation of all trespass

towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by Redmill.
In short, Defendant Redmill has made it well known that G&G acts on its behalf and is in charge
of, and exercises control over all aspects of trespass towing of vehicles from those properties.
151.

Redmill knew and had reason to know that G&G undertook the acts alleged

herein, including but not limited to: (1) systematically failing to provide Class members with the
immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles; (2) systematically
failing to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing
Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection with the towing of Class members’
vehicles; and (3) systematically failing to provide a receipt compliant with the MC Tow Law, §
30C-8(e).
152.

Redmill also knew or had reason to know that G&G’s trespass towing practices

violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law in numerous ways
including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and consistent policy of requiring
vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition for the release of the vehicle.
153.

Thus, Redmill knew and understood that the natural consequences of itshis

actions would allow G&G to tow vehicles in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
154.

By entering into the contract with G&G and giving these instructions, Redmill

substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its efforts to violate the Maryland
Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated G&G’s ability to: (a) retain
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funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in good conscience retain; and
(b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of Plaintiff Class, thus aiding and
abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common law.
155.

Named Defendant Redmill also conspired with G&G to violate the Maryland

Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law by reaching an agreement or understanding
with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by
him and by agreeing that G&G would exercise a possessory lien over all trespass towed vehicles.
156.

Named Defendant Redmill committed multiple overt acts that furthered the

conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
157.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have suffered

injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage fees
demanded by G&G as a condition for permitting the Plaintiff Class members to retake possession
of their vehicles.
158.

G&G was Redmill’s agent, and was acting within the scope of that agency, while

performing services for which it had been engaged by Redmill, at all times relevant to the actions
alleged in this Complaint. Redmill manifested and indicated to G&G that Redmill consented to
G&G acting for Redmill’s benefit, and G&G consented to act for Redmill. That consent was
evidenced by, among other things, a contract under which G&G and Redmill agreed that G&G
would tow cars off of Redmill’s properties for Redmill, with Redmill’s authorization, and by
G&G’s placement of signs on Redmill’s properties stating that G&G would tow vehicles from
Redmill’s Parking Lots.
159.

Redmill had ultimate responsibility to control the end result of G&G’s actions.
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160.

G&G was subject to Redmill’s control, and had a duty to act primarily for their

benefit. Among other things, the law places G&G under the control of parking lot owners, and
requires them to act for the benefit of parking lot owners – such as Redmill. Under the Maryland
Towing Act, any person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or removing the
vehicle, shall have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i) The name of the
person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being towed or
removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the violation
or event that precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(5).
The MC Tow Law additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor vehicle
from the owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent,
expressly authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
161.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of Redmill. Among other

things, G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as Redmill – to liability. For
example, under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a property owner and a towing company are
jointly and severally liable for the violation of any duty imposed by this Chapter on the towing
company.”
162.

Named Defendant Redmill is jointly and severally liable and responsible for the

injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express provisions of the MC Tow Law;
(b) as a result of the actions of its agent G&G; (c) for aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the
law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate Maryland law as described herein.
G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
On Behalf of Defendant NHC
163.

At all relevant times, NHC contracted with G&G to patrol the Parking Lots

owned, managed or controlled by NHC, and to tow any unauthorized vehicle from those lots.
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164.

NHC established the rules for itshis Parking Lots and, as part of a contract with

G&G, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled
by NHC and, within G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly in violation of the Parking
Lot rules.
165.

The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots owned,

managed or controlled by NHC and tow away vehicles almost at will was well known and
communicated to the patrons of their businesses and the public generally.
166.

In addition, NHC also posts information regarding the delegation of all trespass

towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by NHC.
In short, Defendant NHC has made it well known that G&G acts on their behalf and is in charge
of, and exercises control over all aspects of trespass towing of vehicles from those properties.
167.

NHC knew and had reason to know that G&G undertook the acts alleged herein,

including but not limited to: (1) systematically failing to provide Class members with the
immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles; (2) systematically
failing to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing
Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection with the towing of Class members’
vehicles; and (3) systematically failing to provide a receipt compliant with the MC Tow Law, §
30C-8(e).
168.

NHC also knew or had reason to know that G&G’s trespass towing practices

violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law in numerous ways
including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and consistent policy of requiring
vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition for the release of the vehicle.
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169.

Thus, NHC knew and understood that the natural consequences of itshis actions

would allow G&G to tow vehicles in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
170.

By entering into the contract with G&G and giving these instructions, NHC

substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its efforts to violate the Maryland
Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated G&G’s ability to: (a) retain
funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in good conscience retain; and
(b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of Plaintiff Class, thus aiding and
abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common law.
171.

Named Defendant NHC also conspired with G&G to violate the Maryland

Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law by reaching an agreement or understanding
with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by
him and by agreeing that G&G would exercise a possessory lien over all trespass towed vehicles.
172.

Named Defendant NHC committed multiple overt acts that furthered the

conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
173.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have suffered

injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage fees
demanded by G&G as a condition for permitting the Plaintiff Class members to retake possession
of their vehicles.
174.

G&G was NHC’s agent, and was acting within the scope of that agency, while

performing services for which it had been engaged by NHC, at all times relevant to the actions
alleged in this Complaint. NHC manifested and indicated to G&G that NHC consented to G&G
acting for NHC’s benefit, and G&G consented to act for NHC. That consent was evidenced by,
among other things, a contract under which G&G and NHC agreed that G&G would tow cars
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off of NHC’s properties for NHC, with NHC’s authorization, and by G&G’s placement of signs
on NHC’s properties stating that G&G would tow vehicles from NHC’s Parking Lots.
175.

NHC had ultimate responsibility to control the end result of G&G’s actions.

176.

G&G was subject to NHC’s control, and had a duty to act primarily for their

benefit. Among other things, the law places G&G under the control of parking lot owners, and
requires them to act for the benefit of parking lot owners – such as NHC. Under the Maryland
Towing Act, any person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or removing the
vehicle, shall have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i) The name of the
person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being towed or
removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the violation
or event that precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(5).
The MC Tow Law additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor vehicle
from the owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent,
expressly authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
177.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of NHC. Among other things,

G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as NHC – to liability. For example,
under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a property owner and a towing company are jointly and
severally liable for the violation of any duty imposed by this Chapter on the towing company.”
178.

Named Defendant NHC is jointly and severally liable and responsible for the

injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express provisions of the MC Tow Law;
(b) as a result of the actions of its agent G&G; (c) for aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the
law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate Maryland law as described herein.
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G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
On Behalf of Defendant Harvey
179.

At all relevant times, Harvey contracted with G&G to patrol the Parking Lots

owned, managed or controlled by Harvey, and to tow any unauthorized vehicle from those lots.
180.

Harvey established the rules for its his Parking Lots and, as part of a contract with

G&G, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled
by Harvey and, within G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly in violation of the
Parking Lot rules.
181.

The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots owned,

managed or controlled by Harvey and tow away vehicles almost at will was well known and
communicated to the patrons of its businesses and the public generally.
182.

In addition, Harvey also posts information regarding the delegation of all trespass

towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by Harvey.
In short, Defendant Harvey has made it well known that G&G acts on its behalf and is in charge
of, and exercises control over all aspects of trespass towing of vehicles from those properties.
183.

Harvey knew and had reason to know that G&G undertook the acts alleged

herein, including but not limited to: (1) systematically failing to provide Class members with the
immediate and continuous opportunity to retake possession of their vehicles; (2) systematically
failing to obtain the authorization required by section 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing
Act and § 30C-4(c) of the MC Tow Law, in connection with the towing of Class members’
vehicles; and (3) systematically failing to provide a receipt compliant with the MC Tow Law, §
30C-8(e).
184.

Harvey also knew or had reason to know that G&G’s trespass towing practices

violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law in numerous ways
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including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and consistent policy of requiring
vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition for the release of the vehicle.
185.

Thus, Harvey knew and understood that the natural consequences of itshis actions

would allow G&G to tow vehicles in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
186.

By entering into the contract with G&G and giving these instructions, Harvey

substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its efforts to violate the Maryland
Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated G&G’s ability to: (a) retain
funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in good conscience retain; and
(b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of Plaintiff Class, thus aiding and
abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common law.
187.

Named Defendant Harvey also conspired with G&G to violate the Maryland

Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law by reaching an agreement or understanding
with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by
him and by agreeing that G&G would exercise a possessory lien over all trespass towed vehicles.
188.

Named Defendant Harvey committed multiple overt acts that furthered the

conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
189.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have suffered

injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage fees
demanded by G&G as a condition for permitting the Plaintiff Class members to retake possession
of their vehicles.
190.

G&G was Harvey’s agent, and was acting within the scope of that agency, while

performing services for which it had been engaged by Harvey, at all times relevant to the actions
alleged in this Complaint. Harvey manifested and indicated to G&G that Harvey consented to
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G&G acting for Harvey’s benefit, and G&G consented to act for Harvey. That consent was
evidenced by, among other things, a contract under which G&G and Harvey agreed that G&G
would tow cars off of Harvey’s properties for Harvey, with Harvey’s authorization, and by
G&G’s placement of signs on Harvey’s properties stating that G&G would tow vehicles from
Harvey’s Parking Lots.
191.

Harvey had ultimate responsibility to control the end result of G&G’s actions.

192.

G&G was subject to Harvey’s control, and had a duty to act primarily for their

benefit. Among other things, the law places G&G under the control of parking lot owners, and
requires them to act for the benefit of parking lot owners – such as Harvey. Under the Maryland
Towing Act, any person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or removing the
vehicle, shall have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i) The name of the
person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being towed or
removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the violation
or event that precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(5).
The MC Tow Law additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor vehicle
from the owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent,
expressly authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
193.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of Harvey. Among other

things, G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as Harvey – to liability. For
example, under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a property owner and a towing company are
jointly and severally liable for the violation of any duty imposed by this Chapter on the towing
company.”
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194.

Named Defendant Harvey is jointly and severally liable and responsible for the

injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express provisions of the MC Tow Law;
(b) as a result of the actions of its agent G&G; (c) for aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the
law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate Maryland law as described herein.
G&G Conducted Trespass Towing
Not Just for Patner Named Defendants But for More than 500 Other
Parking Lot Owners, Managers and Agents
2.195. G&G’s trespass towing services were not limited to PatnerNamed Defendants. As
defined below, the Defendant Class in this action consists of more than 500 Parking Lot owners,
managers and/or agents who, like Named DefendantsPatner, entered into written contracts with
G&G that authorized G&G, as their agent, to patrol their Parking Lots and trespass tow vehicles.
3.196. From April 16, 2012 to June 30, 2017the present, G&G has trespass towed more
than 286,000 vehicles from Parking Lots owned or managed by the members of the Defendant
Class.
4.197. Like Named DefendantsPatner, the members of the Defendant Class contracted
with G&G to patrol their Parking Lots, and to tow any unauthorized vehicle from those lots.
5.198. Like Named DefendantsPatner, the members of the Defendant Class established
the rules for the Parking Lots through their contracts with G&G. G&G’s standard “Towing
Agreement,” in this regard, granted to G&G authorization to patrol the Parking Lots and, within
G&G’s discretion, tow vehicles that are allegedly in violation of Parking Lot rules.
6.199. The fact that G&G had plenary authority to patrol the Parking Lots owned,
managed or controlled by the Defendant Class and tow away vehicles almost at will was well
known and communicated to the public generally.
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7.200. At all relevant times, the members of the Defendant Class posted information
regarding the delegation of all trespass towing services to G&G throughout the Parking Lots and
made it well known to the public that G&G acts on their behalf and is in charge of, and exercises
control over all aspects of trespass towing of vehicles from those properties.
8.201. The members of the Defendant Class also knew or had reason to know that
G&G’s trespass towing practices violated the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and
common law in numerous ways including but not limited to G&G’s illegal, though uniform and
consistent policy of requiring vehicle owners to pay all towing and storage fees as a precondition
for the release of the vehicle.
9.202. Thus, like Named DefendantsPatner, the members of the Defendant Class knew
and understood that the natural consequences of their actions would allow G&G to tow vehicles
in violation of Maryland statutory and common law.
10.203.

By entering into the contracts with G&G and giving these instructions, the

members of the Defendant Class substantially assisted, supported and encouraged G&G in its
efforts to violate the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law, and facilitated
G&G’s ability to: (a) retain funds collected from members of the Plaintiff Class that it may not in
good conscience retain; and (b) obtain and retain possession or otherwise convert vehicles of
Plaintiff Class, thus aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of Maryland statutory and common
law.
11.204.

Like Named Defendants Patner, the members of the Defendant Class also

conspired with G&G to violate the Maryland Towing Act, the MC Tow Law and common law
by reaching an agreement or understanding with G&G that permitted G&G to patrol tow
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Parking Lots owned, managed or controlled by them and by agreeing, inter alia, that G&G would
exercise a possessory lien over all trespass towed vehicles.
12.205.

The members of the Defendant Class committed multiple overt acts that

furthered the conspiracy, including but not limited to those set forth herein.
13.206.

As a proximate result of the conspiracy, the Plaintiff Class members have

suffered injury and damages including but not limited to the payment of the towing and storage
fees demanded by G&G.
14.207.

As with Named Defendants Patner, G&G was the agent of each

Defendant Class member, and was acting within the scope of that agency, while performing
services for which it had been engaged by each Defendant Class member, at all times relevant to
the actions alleged in this Complaint. Each Defendant Class member manifested and indicated
to G&G that the Defendant Class member consented to G&G acting for the Defendant Class
member’s benefit, and G&G consented to act for each Defendant Class member. That consent
was evidenced by, among other things, a contract under which G&G and the Defendant Class
member agreed that G&G would tow cars off of the Defendant Class member’s properties for the
Defendant Class member, with the Defendant Class member’s authorization, and by G&G’s
placement of signs on the Defendant Class member’s properties stating that G&G would tow
vehicles from the Defendant Class member’s parking lots.
15.208.

Each Defendant Class member had ultimate responsibility to control the

end result of G&G’s actions.
16.209.

G&G was subject to each Defendant Class member’s control, and had a

duty to act primarily for the Defendant Class member’s benefit. Among other things, the law
places G&G under the control of parking lot owners, and requires them to act for the benefit of
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parking lot owners – such as each Defendant Class member. Under the Maryland Towing Act,
any person who tows a vehicle from a parking lot, “[b]efore towing or removing the vehicle, shall
have authorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i) The name of the person
authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is being towed or removed at the
request of the parking lot owner; and (iii) Photographic evidence of the violation or event that
precipitated the towing of the vehicle.” Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(5). The MC Tow
Law additionally provides that: “a property owner must not tow a motor vehicle from the
owner’s property unless the property owner has, directly or through an agent, expressly
authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
112.

G&G also had the power to alter the legal relations of each Defendant Class

member. Among other things, G&G had the power to subject parking lot owners – such as
Patner Named Defendants – to liability. For example, under the MC Tow Law, 30C-10(c), “a
property owner and a towing company are jointly and severally liable for the violation of any
duty imposed by this Chapter on the towing company.”
210.
17.

Like Named Defendants Patner, the members of the Defendant Class are jointly

and severally liable and responsible for the damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the express
provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for aiding
and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
211.
CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS
18.212. Named Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of a Plaintiff Class which consists of:
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All persons whose vehicles, between April 16, 2012 and June 30, 2017January 7,
2016 were non-consensually towed by G&G Towing from a private Parking Lot.
19.213.

Named Plaintiffs also bring this action against a Defendant Class which

consists of:
All Parking Lot owners, managers and agents who entered into a written contract
with G&G for the provision of trespass towing services which resulted in one or
more vehicles being towed from the Parking Lot between April 16, 2012 and June
30, 2017January 7, 2016.
20.214.

The Classes, as defined above, are identifiable. The Named Plaintiffs, Dr.

Yang, Ms. Pelz, Ms. Pelz-Butler and Mr. Lewis, are members of the Plaintiff Class. The Named
Defendants, Patner, Longmead, Olde Town Parking, Redmill, Harvey, and NHC are is a
members of the Defendant Class.
21.215.

The Classes are so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable.

22.216.

There are questions of law and fact which are not only common to the

Classes but which predominate over any questions affecting only individual class members. The
common and predominating questions include, but are not limited to:
(a)

Whether G&G failed to obtain the authorization required by section 21-

10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing Act when towing the vehicles of Plaintiff and the
Class;
(b)

Whether G&G failed to obtain the authorization required by section 30C-

4(c) of the MC Tow Act when towing the vehicles of Plaintiff and the Class;
(c)

Whether G&G required Plaintiffs and Class members to pay a fee

associated with the use of their credit card;
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(d)

Whether G&G failed to provide Plaintiffs and Class members the

immediate and continuous opportunity for persons to retake possession of their vehicles,
and, when it did so, acted with knowledge and intent that it lacked a legal right to do so;
(e)

Whether the actions of G&G constituted violations of the Maryland

Towing Act in its transactions with Plaintiff and Class Members;
(f)

Whether the actions of G&G constituted violations of the MC Tow Law in

its transactions with Plaintiff and Class Members;
(g)

Whether G&G claimed, attempted, or threatened to enforce a right with

knowledge that the right does not exist in its dealings with Plaintiffs and Class members;
(h)

Whether G&G’s standard tow receipt contains the information and

disclosures mandated by the MC Tow Law;
(i)

Whether the Defendant Class Members are jointly and severally liable for

violations of the Maryland Tow Act asserted herein;
(j)

Whether the Defendant Class Members are jointly and severally liable for

violations of the MC Tow Law asserted herein;
(k)

Whether the Defendant Class Members are jointly and severally liable for

violations of the common law asserted herein;
(l)

Whether G&G was acting as the agent for Patner Named Defendants and

the Defendant Class;
(m)

Whether Named DefendantsPatner and the Defendant Class conspired

with G&G in violating the Maryland Towing Act and the MC Tow Law; and
(n)

Whether Patner Named Defendants and the Defendant Class aided and

abetted G&G in violating the Maryland Towing Act and the MC Tow Law.
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23.217.

The claims of Named Plaintiffs are typical of the claims of the respective

members of the Class within the meaning of Md. Rule 2-231(a)(3), and are based on and arise
out of similar facts constituting the wrongful conduct of Defendants.
24.218.

Named Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the

Plaintiff Class within the meaning of Md. Rule 2-231(a)(4). Named Plaintiffs are committed to
vigorously litigating this matter. Further, Named Plaintiffs have secured counsel experienced in
handling class actions and complex litigation.
25.219.

Neither Plaintiffs nor Plaintiffs’ counsel has any interests that might cause

them not to vigorously pursue this claim.
26.220.

Patner Named Defendants will fairly and adequately protect the interests

of the Defendant Class within the meaning of Md. Rule 2-231(a)(4).
27.221.

The prosecution of separate actions by individual members of the Classes

would create a risk of establishing incompatible standards of conduct for Defendants within the
meaning of Md. Rule 2-231(b)(1)(A).
28.222.

G&G’s actions are generally applicable to the respective Class as a whole,

and Plaintiffs seek equitable remedies with respect to the Class as a whole within the meaning of
Md. Rule 2-231(b)(2).
29.223.

Common questions of law and fact enumerated above predominate over

questions affecting only individual members of the Classes and a class action is the superior
method for fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy within the meaning of Md. Rule 2231(b)(3).
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30.224.

The likelihood that individual members of the Classes will prosecute or

defend separate actions is remote due to the time and expense necessary to conduct such
litigation.
31.225.

Plaintiffs’ counsel are experienced in class actions, and foresee little

difficulty in the management of this case as a class action.
CAUSES OF ACTION
Count I
Violation of the Maryland Towing Act
(Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-04(a)(5))
32.226.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
33.227.

G&G is a “person” within the meaning of Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 1-

34.228.

The Parking Lots from where Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class

101(j).

members’ vehicles were towed were all Parking Lots within the meaning of Md. Code Ann.,
Transp. § 21-10A-01(a).
35.229.

Defendants undertook the towing or removal of the vehicles of Named

Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class from Parking Lots.
36.230.

Under Md. Code Ann., Transp., § 21-10A-04(a)(5), before towing or

removing “the vehicle,” G&G had a duty to secure:
[A]uthorization of the parking lot owner which shall include: (i) The name of
the person authorizing the tow or removal; (ii) A statement that the vehicle is
being towed or removed at the request of the parking lot owner; and (iii)
Photographic evidence of the violation or event that precipitated the towing of
the vehicle.
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37.231.

Nevertheless, Defendants uniformly and consistently violated this duty in

contravention of the Maryland Towing Act, Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-04(a)(5).
38.232.

As a result of Defendants’ failure to comply with Md. Code Ann., Transp.

§ 21-10A-04(a)(5) of the Maryland Towing Act, Named Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class suffered
actual loss and other damages.
39.233.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count II
Violation of the Maryland Towing Act
(Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-05(a)(3))
40.234.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
41.235.

Under Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-05(a)(3), Defendants have a

duty to “provide the owner of the vehicle or the owner’s agent immediate and continuous
opportunity, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, from the time the vehicle was received at the
storage facility, to retake possession of the vehicle.”
42.236.

Defendants uniformly and consistently violated this duty in contravention

of the Maryland Towing Act, Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-05(a)(3), under a policy
established by Mr. Cade, and Mr. Cade inspired, participated in, and cooperated in those
violations.
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43.237.

As a result of Defendants’ failure to comply with Md. Code Ann., Transp.

§ 21-10A-05(a)(3) of the Maryland Towing Act, Plaintiffs and the Class suffered actual loss and
other damages.
44.238.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count III
Violations of the MC Tow Law
(Montgomery County Code, § 30C-4 and § 30C-8)
45.239.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
46.240.

At all times relevant to this Complaint, G&G was engaged in “Towing”

within the meaning of the MC Tow Law, § 30C-1(a)(6), and provided “trespass towing services”
within the meaning of the MC Tow Law, § 30C-1(a)(7).
47.241.

In providing such trespass towing services, G&G was prohibited from

towing a motor vehicle unless the “property owner has, directly or through an agent, expressly
authorized the towing of the particular vehicle.” MC Tow Law, § 30C-4(c)(1).
48.242.

In addition, once payment is made by the vehicle owner for the towing

and storage fees, the MC Tow Law, § 30C-8(e) imposes a duty on Defendants to provide the
vehicle owner with a written receipt that, inter alia, “must” inform the vehicle owner that the
Montgomery County OCP “can explain the vehicle owner’s rights and how to enforce them in
small claims court or another appropriate forum if the vehicle owner believes that any provision
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of County law has been violated, and that the owner may obtain a copy of the law from the
Office.”
49.243.

Defendants uniformly and consistently violated these duties in

contravention of the MC Tow Law.
50.244.

As a result of Defendants’ failure to comply with MC Tow Law, § 30C-

4(c)(1) and § 30C-8(e), Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class suffered actual loss and other damages.
51.245.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count IV
Violation of the MC Tow Law
(Montgomery County Code, § 30C-2)
52.246.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
53.247.

MC Tow Law, § 30C-2 sets the maximum amount that a towing company

in Montgomery County, Maryland may charge a vehicle owner for an involuntary/nonconsensual tow.
54.248.

MC Tow Law, § 30C-2 also limits and enumerates the specific charges

that are permitted by the MC Law – charges for (a) attaching the vehicle to be towed to the tow
truck; (b) towing the vehicle to a storage site; (c) storing the vehicle until it is redeemed; and, (d)
any other service needed to safely remove a vehicle. MC Tow Law, § 30C-2(b).
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55.249.

Other than the specific acts MC Tow Law, § 30C-2(d), “A towing service

must not charge for any act … unless that act was expressly requested by the vehicle owner.”
56.250.

Despite the express limitations on permissible charges set forth in the MC

Tow Law, Defendants charged and collected from Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class members
(who paid with a credit card) a “credit card processing fee,” under a policy established by Mr.
Cade, and Mr. Cade inspired, participated in, and cooperated in that collection. In the case of
Dr. Yang, G&G charged and collected a credit card processing fee of 3.35% or $4.42.
57.251.

By charging and collecting a “credit card processing fee” from Named

Plaintiff Yang and Plaintiff Class members, Defendants uniformly and consistently violated MC
Tow Law, § 30C-2.
58.252.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count V
Violation of the Maryland Towing Act
(Md. Code Ann., Transp. § 21-10A-04(a))
59.253.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
60.254.

The Maryland Tow Act, § 21-10A-04(a)(1) sets the maximum amount, and

specific enumerated charges, that a towing company in Maryland may charge a vehicle owner
for undertaking an involuntary/non-consensual tow.
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61.255.

In setting such limits on the charges for an involuntary/non-consensual

tow in Maryland, the Maryland Tow Act, § 21-10A-04(a) adopts the fees and charges “otherwise
set by local law.”
62.256.

As set forth above, to the extent that the tow is undertaken in Montgomery

County, Maryland, the “local law” prohibits Defendants from charging or collecting from
Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class members (who paid with a credit card) a “credit card
processing fee.”
63.257.

By charging and collecting a “credit card processing fee” from Named

Plaintiff Yang and Plaintiff Class members, Defendants uniformly and consistently violated the
Maryland Towing Act, § 21-10A-04(a).
64.258.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count VI
Money Had and Received
65.259.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
66.260.

Defendants charged and collected amounts from Named Plaintiffs and

Plaintiff Class members in violation of the Maryland statute and Montgomery County ordinance,
as set forth above, under policies established by Mr. Cade, and Mr. Cade inspired, participated
in, and cooperated in those violations.
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67.261.

Defendants collected all charges from Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class

members in Montgomery County, Maryland.
68.262.

Any agreement under which Defendants collected amounts in violation of

Maryland or Montgomery County law from Named Plaintiff and Plaintiff Class members is
nugatory and ineffective.
69.263.

Defendants received amounts collected in violation of Maryland and

Montgomery County law from Named Plaintiffs and each and every member of the Plaintiff
Class, in Montgomery County.
70.264.

By doing so, Defendants obtained possession of money which, in equity

and good conscience, it ought not to be allowed to retain and should return to Plaintiffs and
other Plaintiff Class members.
71.265.

Defendants’ agent or agents or employees involved in the acts alleged

herein were acting at all times relevant to the allegations contained in this Complaint as the agent
or employee of Defendants and within the scope of the agency or employment.
72.266.

When perpetrating the acts alleged herein causing injury or damages to

Named Plaintiffs or other members of the Plaintiff Class, Defendants’ agent or agents or
employees committed those acts within the scope of the employment or agency, and when
performing services for which they had been engaged, and when acting in furtherance of
Defendants’ interests.
73.267.

With respect to the acts alleged herein, Defendants, either directly or

through their agent or agents or employees, perpetrated the acts causing injuries or damages to
Named Plaintiffs and the other members of the Plaintiff Class.
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74.268.

Named Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class paid more than they would have

paid as a result of Defendants’ violation of Maryland Tow Act and MC Tow Law.
75.269.

As a consequence, Named Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class have sustained

the losses and damages described herein, and Defendants should be required to make restitution
to them.
76.270.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count VII
Violation of the MC Tow Law
(Montgomery County Code, § 30C-8)
77.271.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
78.272.

Under the MC Tow Law, G&G has a duty to return the vehicle to the

vehicle’s owner and provide the owner of the vehicle or the owner’s agent immediate and
continuous opportunity to retake possession of the vehicle. In fact, the MC Tow Law expressly
provides that it does “not create or imply a lien in favor of a towing service when such a lien
would not otherwise exist. This subsection and Section 30C-7 do not give a towing service a
right to retain possession of any vehicle it would otherwise have to return to the vehicle owner.”
MC Tow Law, 30C-8(b)(8).
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79.273.

Regardless, Defendants uniformly and consistently fail to comply with the

requirements of the MC Tow Law by requiring Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class members to
pay all towing, storage, and other charges as a condition to retaking possession of their vehicles.
80.274.

By claiming a lien on the Named Plaintiffs’ and Plaintiff Class members’

vehicles, when no such lien existed, Defendants acted in contravention of the Montgomery
County Code.
81.275.

As a result of Defendants’ failure to comply with MC Tow Law, Named

Plaintiffs and the Plaintiff Class suffered actual loss and other damage.
82.276.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
Count VIII
Conversion – Civil Theft
83.277.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
84.278.

G&G’s refusal to release towed vehicles unless and until the owner of the

vehicle, or owner’s agent, first pays G&G all monies allegedly owed for the tow, constitutes an
intentional exercise of dominion over the chattel which seriously interfered with the ownership
rights of the true owners. This refusal was undertaken under a policy established by Mr. Cade,
and Mr. Cade inspired, participated in, and cooperated in that refusal.
85.279.

G&G exercised such dominion without permission or justification.
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86.280.

Although Defendants knew or should have known that G&G’s actions

constituted a wrongful conversion, Defendants nonetheless asserted a right to “lien” on Named
Plaintiffs’ and Plaintiff Class members’ vehicles with actual malice.
87.281.

As a result of the conversion, Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class members

suffered actual injury and loss.
88.282.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.

Count IX
Trespass to Chattel
89.283.

Plaintiffs incorporate into this paragraph the foregoing paragraphs of the

Complaint.
90.284.

G&G’s refusal to release towed vehicles unless and until the owner of the

vehicle, or owner’s agent, first pays G&G all monies allegedly owed for the tow, wrongfully
barred the owners’ access to their vehicles. This refusal was undertaken under a policy
established by Mr. Cade, and Mr. Cade and the other Defendants inspired, participated in, and
cooperated in that refusal.
91.285.

Such wrongful acts dispossessed Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class

members of their rightful interest in their vehicles.
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92.286.

Although Defendants knew or should have known that their actions

constituted a wrongful trespass to the chattel, Defendants nonetheless asserted a right to “lien” on
Named Plaintiffs’ and Plaintiff Class members’ vehicles with actual malice.
93.287.

As a result of the trespass, Named Plaintiffs and Plaintiff Class members

suffered injury and loss.
94.288.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.

Count X
Violation of the Maryland Consumer Protection Act
95.289.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference the allegations set forth above as if fully

set forth herein.
96.290.

Maryland’s Consumer Protection Act (“CPA”), Md. Code Ann., Com.

Law § 13-101 et seq., prohibits any “person” from engaging in any unfair or deceptive trade
practices, inter alia, in the collection of consumer debts. CPA, § 13-303(3) and (4).
97.291.

The collection of towing charges from Named Plaintiffs and other

members of the Plaintiff Class constitutes collection of consumer debts.
98.292.

As a “person” under the CPA, § 13-101(h), Defendants are prohibited

from engaging in unfair and deceptive trade practices.
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99.293.

The CPA specifically prohibits Defendants from making any false or

misleading oral or written statement or other representation of any kind that has the capacity,
tendency or effect of deceiving or misleading consumers. CPA, § 13-301(1).
100.294.

The CPA further prohibits Defendants from failing to state a material fact

if the failure deceives or tends to deceive. CPA, § 13-301(3).
101.295.

In violation of the CPA, § 13-303(3) - (4) and § 13-301(1), Defendants

represented to Named Plaintiffs and members of the Plaintiff Class that: (1) they were required to
pay towing charges for “trespass tows,” despite Defendants’ violations of Maryland and
Montgomery County law described above; and (2) they were required to pay these charges
before they could regain possession of their vehicles. By making these representations,
Defendants engaged in misrepresentations and failures to state material facts, which deceived and
tended to deceive and violated the aforesaid sections of the CPA.
102.296.

These representations were false and misleading and tended to and did

deceive Named Plaintiffs and members of the Plaintiff Class, many of whom made payments to
G&G that were not due and owing. In violation of the CPA, § 13-303(3) - (4) and §13-301(3),
Defendants failed to disclose to Named Plaintiffs and members of the Plaintiff Class certain
material facts, including the fact that the charges imposed by G&G were unlawful, and that
G&G had no right to retain their vehicles until payment was made to G&G. In addition, G&G
represented in writing to Named Plaintiffs and members of the Plaintiff Class that the charges
imposed in connection with the trespass towing of their vehicles were legitimate.
103.297.

These misrepresentations and failures to disclose material facts led Named

Plaintiffs and members of the Plaintiff Class to make payments that were not due and that they
would not have made had G&G informed them of the material facts. Defendants committed
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unfair and deceptive practices by collecting and attempting to collect on alleged debts which, in
fact, were not due and this conduct constitutes unfair and deceptive trade practices in violation of
the CPA, § 13-101 et seq., including §§ 13-303(3) and (4), and §§ 13-301(1) and (3).
104.298.

As a result of Defendants’ unfair and deceptive trade practices in violation

of the CPA, Named Plaintiffs and members of the Plaintiff Class were told they owed money to
G&G they did not owe, and were induced and commanded by Defendants to make payments to
G&G on amounts that were not owed, causing Named Plaintiffs or members of the Plaintiff Class
injury and loss.
105.299.

Each of Defendants’ violations of the CPA were undertaken under policies

established by Mr. Cade, and inspired, participated in, and cooperated in by Mr. Cade.
106.300.

Named Defendants Patner and the Defendant Class are jointly and

severally liable and responsible for the injuries and damages suffered by Plaintiffs: (a) under the
express provisions of the MC Tow Law; (b) as a result of the actions of their agent G&G; (c) for
aiding and abetting G&G’s violations of the law; and (d) as a result of the conspiracy to violate
Maryland law as described herein.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demands, on behalf of themselves and the certified Plaintiff
Class:
A.

Triple the amount paid by Plaintiffs and each Plaintiff Class member to

Defendants to retake possession of their vehicles, which in an aggregated amount exceeds
$75,000.00;
B.

Actual damages;

C.

Punitive damages;

D.

Reasonable attorney’s fees to be determined; and,
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E.

The costs of this action.
Respectfully submitted,

Dated:

February 25, 2020

Richard S. Gordon
rgordon@GWCfirm.com
Benjamin H. Carney
bcarney@GWCfirm.com
Ashley A. Wetzel Kirsten S. Krogen
awetzel@GWCfirm.comkkrogen@GWCfirm.com
GORDON, WOLF & CARNEY, CHTD.
100 West Pennsylvania Ave., St. 100
Baltimore, Maryland 21204
(410) 825-2300
(410) 825-0066 (facsimile)
Attorneys for Named Plaintiffs and
the Certified Class

By:
Richard S. Gordon
JURY DEMAND
Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury of all issues so triable.

_________________________________
Richard S. Gordon
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify on this 25th day of February 2020, that I served a copy of the foregoing
Sixth Amended Complaint (including a copy showing redlined changes), by electronic and firstclass mail, postage prepaid on:
James Ulwick
Jean E. Lewis
Kramon & Graham, PA
One South Street
Suite 2600
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Gardner M. Duvall
Patrick D. McKevitt
Whiteford, Taylor & Preston, LLP
Seven Saint Paul Street, Suite 1500
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Matthew Patner
Patner Law
110 N. Washington Street
Suite 340
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Thomas D. Murphy
Murphy & Mood P.C.
Adams Law Center
31 Wood Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20850
Michael G. Campbell
Anne Marie “Callie” Canemark
Miller, Miller & Canby
200 B Monroe Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850

________________________________
Richard S. Gordon
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